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Cass Clereaux likes her job. It's simple - steal the magic, don't get killed. FireSouls like her are

perfect for magic treasure hunting. Their dragon soul helps them find treasure, their wicked powers

help them steal it. But there's a big freaking downside - FireSouls are hunted. If either of the magical

governments figures out what she is, she can kiss her life goodbye. When the Alpha Council comes

to her with a special job, it's a no-brainer to turn it down, no matter how much money they're

offering. Shifters who can sniff out her weird magic are the last supernaturals she needs to be

around. Worse? They have a history of hunting FireSouls. But when Cass learns that a little girl's life

is at stake and Cass is her last hope, she doesn't have a choice. With her sisters and the powerful

Shifter Aidan Merrick at her back, she's got a chance at saving the girl and keeping her deadly

secret - until she learns there's far more to this kidnapping than meets the eye.
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Cass has begun practicing her magic with the help of the Origin, Aidan Merrick, at his house out in

the middle of nowhere, but they take an interlude to raid a Mayan pyramid for a specific treasure

with Cass using just her magic powers to defeat the guardians of the treasure. After that trial is over,

Mathias approaches Cass with an offer from the Alpha Council to help them, but he can't tell her

what the task is until she meets the entire council at their stronghold. Cass is at first reluctant, even

with the offer of two million dollars, because the shifters hate FireSouls, and with their enhanced

senses, she'd be taking a chance they might find out about her. But when she realizes the life of a



child is at risk, she must risk her own life the find the missing child. Little did Cass know, in finding

the lost child, she was uncovering a part of her own past, and facing not just uncovering her secret,

but exposing herself to the monster from her past.One thing I have to say upfront is that this book is

better than the first! The book was well-written; the plot was as engaging and fun; the characters

were easy to love and get to know; and there was non-stop action. I had a hard time putting this

book down once I got started. There were only a couple things that I found irritating, and, to be fair,

the couple things are just a preference of mine, not really negative things about the book. I really

wish that Aidan and Cass would get closer. I'm glad that they aren't rushing things, but I'd like them

to be a little closer. And, Mathias took the revelation (I don't want to say too much and spoil it) a little

too easily. As you can see, these are little nitpicks of mine, nothing really wrong with the book.
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